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I NOW PETROMORTIS THREATENS
HE tho society motorists of Zion quito up toA tho latest vogue? Has even one of them suf--

H fered from petromortis? No, no kidding. It has
M really arrived. Several very high priced physl--

M cians of Chicago have so diagnosed it, and it
M is really very serious.
M Petromortis is asphyxiation caused by the in- -

M halation of automobilo gas fumes. The victims in
Hj every instance have been found sitting in or

H standing beside their motors in a garage appar- -

M ently overcome while making adjustments on
m their cars or preparing to take them out on the

M ' And, according to dispatches, petromortis is no
M joke. Death was found to have resulted in sev--

m eral cases by breathing air vitiated by gas fumes
M from the exhausting motors in poorly ventilated

l garages.
Carbon monoxide, one of the products of in

M complete combustion in a motor, and which es- -

capes into the air from the exhaust pipe is the
M toxic agent which causes death. In carbon mo- -

M noxido gas which results from incomplete burn
H ing of a charge of gasoline vapor there is a real
M and insidious danger. This gas is composed of
H one atom of oxygen only combined with one atom
M of carbon and obviously tho combination Lends
M to replace the other whenever tho available oxy--

M gen supply is a little low. In the case of the
M gasoline engine this condition might obtain as tho
B result of poor carburetor adjustment, weak ex- -

1 plosions over supply of gasoline, exactly those
M conditions which are very likely to be found in a
m motor which is being run in a shop. Carbon mo- -

m noxide is a very active poison. It is the most poi- -

M sonous constituent of ordinary lighting or fuel
B gas. It does not cause a feeling of suffocation at
H first so that the victims rarely try to reach the

open in time to save themselves. Rather, they
fall quietly and easily into a state of unconscious
ness from which, if it lasts long they do not re-

turn.
But speaking of motor dangers, the manufac-

turers are planning some improvements that may
give a few more thrills to the speed maniacs.
Comes now the twelve-cylinde- r motor. What its
future may be is to- - a great extent problematical,
but the less radical manufacturers are watching
its development without much comment It gives
great power with its multiple cylinders, but the
effect of this power upon the car, the road and
the traveler has not, as yet, become fully estab-
lished. The behavior of the twelve-cylinde- r mo-

tor so far, however, has won nothing but merited
commendation. After the twelve, what? That re-

mains to be answered by the engineers who never
cease experimenting.

San Diego is planning a novel motor show. In
short the motor car exhibit this year is to be a
demonstration show. For the first time in the
history of automobile exhibits what a car can ac-

tually do under road conditions of every possible
class will be shown. Instead of being housed in
a single building several acres and many struc-
tures will form the exhibition space. Laid out
with boulevards and roads of all descriptions,
hills, sand, mud-hole- s the demonstration grounds
will show the machines in actual motion and show
their performance under every contingency. Be-

sides, aeroplanes and all other vehicles using in-

ternal combustion motors will also be prominently
featured.

Are the prices of 1917 cars bound to be higher
with lower quality? Several manufacturers say
this will be the inevitable outcome of the present
tendencies of the prices of raw material. It is

claimed that to build an automobile the cost is
actually about one-fift- h more than it was a year
ago. ,

News comes from "Wyoming that Representa-
tive Mondell has introduced a resolution in con-
gress providing for an appropriation of $80,000 for
the construction of an automobile road between
the Star Valley and tho Jackson Hole countries.
Although Mr. Mondell is of the minority party he
is said to have the promise of support on this
bill from a number of the Democratic representa-
tives and it seems quite sure that it will pass at
this session of congress.

Owing to the increase in price of gasoline
throughout the United States, interest has been
lately manifested in the practical use of lower
grade fuels, principally distillate, which is effi-

cient not only in commercial motor trucks, but $'
pleasure vehicles as well.

Because of the war practically all of the trucks
used for commercial purposes in England are now
being driven by women.

"During the Ave years from 1909 to 1914 the
number of automobiles in use increased more than
twice as rapidly as the number of fatalities -

caused by them," says a report issued by the
United States Department of Commerce.

Should you enquire closely you will be sur-
prised at what is now supplied with all

motors that the purchaser a few years
ago had to buy at an extra expense.

Electric lighting and starting which were put
on the car for $100 extra in 1914, and even on
some of the 1915 cars, are now fitted on cars
selling below $800. In addition to the starting
and lighting units themselves, the advent of the
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I passenger Chandler Sedan, twoVpas- - PP'fegiiiSiw
senger Touring Cars, Chas. H. White, htt.:.-- " "" '".. ,,Mtl
who maintains his stand at the Wilson Hotel, after careful study of the auto- -
mobile rent service, has hit upon the true phychology of the rent business. &

With modish cars the very latest and you must keep them spick and span, and
a dignified, yet attentive, courteous poise of your chauffeurs counts for a great

I 41Htt eaJ n .rcer to.win the greatest success in service. There's
H fSB a bit of interesting phychology in giving your patrons theI ISfeSB I t'iat ere ? ou conveY to them a feeling ofI HnHBlllllRHE satisfactin which contributes greatly to their pleasure of anI H' evenn which they appear to fully appreciate.
m KmrnKSBS r' White boasts that his Palanquin and Sedan closed-i- n cars excel any that have been put
B SSSM in service for rent, in Salt Lake, for service and up-to-da- te new cars for dances and dinners
M " JlW9Mmm- - where clean, spick and span cars are needed.
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